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Abstract
Buildability is a concept referring to the ease of delivering a building that meets end-user needs; as such,
it is a measure of the desirability and value of a building.  Buildability is affected by the quality of
materials selected, design characteristics and construction practices, and by the efficiency with which
these are combined to produce the various performance attributes considered valuable by end-users,
including structural reliance, fire resistance, sound transmission control, serviceability, durability and, of
course, cost.

The steel industry has recently moved aggressively to gain market share in residential construction. To
compete with steel, the wood industry needs to reinforce the buildability of its building construction
systems and demonstrate superior value.  Buildability is a key to maintaining traditional wood markets in
single-family residential construction, and expanding them in multi-family residential and non-residential
construction.  But buildability is a grey area in wood building systems research due to its multi-
disciplinary nature.

Enhanced credibility of wood-frame construction in the housing market hinges on buildability issues, and
these need to be further investigated.  As a pilot study of the buildability of wood-frame construction, this
project analysed the buildability issues raised by wood-based floors.  Results from the survey of building
professionals on wood-based floor buildability recently conducted at Forintek revealed that proprietary
design values and tools, combined with good technical support are key to the success of wood products in
building markets.  Therefore, this study focused on identifying design knowledge gaps and conflicts
between construction solutions.

Current design information and construction solutions used to achieve required performance requirements
were thoroughly reviewed.  The effects of these construction solutions on each performance attribute
were assessed.  The information thus obtained was supplemented with input from building professionals
and served to identify several design knowledge gaps and conflicting construction solutions, as well as
research projects that would address the most significant of these issues.  They are:

1) Design and construction guidelines for continuous two-span floors;
2) Design and construction guidelines for enhancing engineered wood floor performance;
3) Comparative study of cementitious topping and wood-based overlay;
4) Optimising the buildability of wood-based floors with cementitious topping or wood-based overlay;
5) Optimising construction practice for fastening subfloor to joists;
6) Development of an Expert System for building wood-based floors.

Projects are proposed to serve as building blocks for the development of a comprehensive strategy to
further improve the buildability of wood-based floors and other systems. Completion of the proposed
research work would lead to better buildability of wood-based floors, hence increased acceptance of
wood-based floors in a broader range of markets.
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1 Objectives
The objective of this project was to identify wood-based floor buildability issues and to develop a
research plan to address those issues. The ultimate goal of the research plan is to develop an Expert
System for Building Wood-Floors, an intelligent software tool designed to help designers, builders, and
contractors to build cost-competitive wood-based floors with optimum performance.  It will also serve as
a technical support tool for wood product manufacturers.

2 Introduction
A simple interpretation of the concept of “buildability” might be the ability to deliver a building that
actually meets a set of defined performance requirements at a competitive cost.  Building a system
involves three steps: selection of materials, design, and construction.  To facilitate discussion, this report
therefore deals with buildability issues under three related categories:

1) Material related issues, including material properties, availability, quality, ease of use, technical
support from supplier/manufacturer, price, product waste, energy efficiency, environment impact;

2) Design related issues, including ability to design to objective-based codes, availability of design data
and tools, design flexibility (e.g., clear spans), availability of optimised solutions for structural
performance, serviceability requirements, sound insulation, fire resistance, durability, aesthetics and
other key criteria;

3) Construction related issues including ease of construction or assembly on-site, ease of service
installation, installation cost and quality, dependence of good workmanship and skilled workers, and
other factors affecting the actual building performance over time.

Buildability is clearly related to satisfying end-users’ needs, and it plays a major role in the wood
industry’s ability to maintain traditional markets in single-family residential construction, and expanding
market share in multi-family and non-residential construction.  However, the buildability of wood
construction systems has not received much attention from researchers.  As a pilot study, this project
focused on the buildability of a single sub-system, i.e. wood-based floor systems.  This pilot study is
expected to form the basis for further study of buildability issues in wood-frame construction.

This study was co-ordinated with Project #2504 “Attributes Demanded in Residential Floor Systems”, a
complementary study conducted in Forintek’s Western Division.  The project focused on the attributes
demanded by specifiers of floor systems and the trade-offs made among attributes when designing and
building these systems.  Therefore buildability issues relating to cost and materials were mostly covered
by that project.  A summary of these issues is included in this report.

Our study focused on design and construction issues, specifically on the existing gaps in design
knowledge, conflicting construction requirements, and the impact of current construction practices on one
another.  Results from the survey of building professionals on wood-based floor buildability conducted by
Fell (2001) and by this project revealed that proprietary design values and tools, combined with good
technical support are key to the success of wood products in building markets.  This confirms that our
study is a step in the right direction.  The survey by Fell (2001) also found that wood products were only
rated lower than steel and concrete on the attributes of vibration, sound transmission, and fire resistance.
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This finding agreed well with what we found from our phone interview with several building
professionals.  Therefore, this study paid more attention to these three performance attributes (vibration,
sound transmission, and fire resistance).  More details on the survey results are included in Sections 5.1
and 5.2.

In this study, the current design process and construction practices for wood-based floors were thoroughly
reviewed. We examined codes and the literature for information on construction solutions for fire
resistance and sound insulation.  We studied available information on flanking sound transmission in
multi-family dwellings.   We identified gaps in design knowledge, including design data for the properties
of floor components, design methods and tools, as well as conflicting construction solutions.  A
preliminary assessment of the potential impact of such conflicts on floor performance attributes and
buildability was conducted.  Input on buildability was solicited from building professionals.  A research
program is proposed to address several of the most significant issues identified by this study along with
Project #2504.

3 Background
In recent years, the steel industry has moved aggressively to gain market share in single-family residential
construction markets.  As reported by Michel de Spot and Duncan (1999),  “the steel industry is fighting
back to gain new prospects in untapped and non-traditional markets such as the residential construction
market.  Members of steel industry created an alliance, The New Steel, and planned a 100-million dollars,
five-year, advertising campaign.”  The report attempts to demonstrate the potential of steel in building
construction and its advantages in terms of price, performance, and physical properties.  It further states
that structural steel can provide numerous advantages in terms of performance, economy, flexibility, and
speed of construction, as well as a wide availability of skills, trades, and experience from the commercial
and industrial building sector.

Buildability is one of the more important issues that need to be investigated for wood construction to
compete with steel construction.  Due to the difficulty of predicting wood systems behaviour, wood
construction design is currently based on component design.  Difficulties come from design knowledge
gaps in such areas as the modelling of connections between components, the properties of wood
components, and the lack of a system analysis model.   Component-based design can increase costs
without ensuring satisfactory performance due to the lack of system integrity.

Substantial research efforts have been expended to develop solutions allowing wood-frame construction
to meet building code requirements.  But these construction solutions lack in coherence because they have
been developed for single performance requirements.  They are sometimes difficult to apply and costly to
implement because solutions for individual requirements may impact on other performance attributes and
impacts are unknown to the designer.  For example, it has been recognised that methods used for
stiffening wood floor systems will degrade their sound insulation.  On the other hand, reductions in floor
stiffness may lead to poor serviceability.  The time has come to review these construction solutions in the
context of total performance attributes.

The carpenter-based wood construction practice leaves details to contractors.  When solutions are allowed
to be developed freely on site rather than at the drawing-board stage, no provision exists to ensure that the
completed building will meet end-user expectations.
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The buildability of wood-frame construction is a grey area, however, and one that is frequently ignored by
the wood research community due to its multi-disciplinary nature.  Little information was found in the
literature.

4 Approaches

4.1 Co-ordination with Project No. 2504 “Attributes Demanded in Residential Floor
Systems”

This study was co-ordinated with Project #2504 “Attributes Demanded in Residential Floor Systems”
conducted in Forintek’s Western Division, which had a complementary objective.  The project focused on
the attributes demanded by specifiers of floor systems and the trade-offs made among attributes when
designing and building these systems.  Therefore buildability issues related to costs and materials were
mostly covered in that project.

A survey of builders and design engineers in Canada and the United States was conducted as part of that
project.  The survey questionnaire, included as Appendix I, illustrates the objectives of the survey.  The
final report by David Fell (2001) provides detailed descriptions of the approach and the results obtained.
A summary of the findings by David Fell is included in this report.

4.2 Sollicitation of Input from Building Professionals on Wood-floor Buildability

Our approach was different from the full-scale survey used by Fell (2001).  We conducted phone
interviews of selected building professionals.  Some of them were familiar with Forintek and our floor
research program through their participation in the field study we conducted across the country a few
years ago.   The interviews were meant to supplement the general survey conducted by Fell (2001) and to
provide more insight into wood-based floor buildability issues.  The interview format involved a free
discussion of all aspects of wood-based floor buildability.  Surveys using a standard questionnaire tend to
be limited by the knowledge of the questionnaire designers, and the free discussion format was selected to
avoid this problem.  The next section provides the list of questions used in our telephone interviews.

4.2.1 Telephone Interview Questions

1) How many buildings have you built so far?
2) Where are they?
3) What types: a) Single Family, b) Multi-family, c) Non-residential?
4) What type of structural materials did you use for floors?

a) Solid wood?
b) I-joists?
c) Parallel chord trusses?
d) Steel?
e) Concrete slab?
f) Others?
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5) Why did you prefer this type of material?
a) Customer preference?
b) Your preference?
c) Ease of design?
d) Material availability?
e) Material cost?
f) Ease of construction?
g) Labour cost?
h) Others?

6) What were the main challenges you encountered when building a wood-based floor?

4.2.2 List of Building Professionals Interviewed

Name Position Affiliation
Ben Laroche Architect and engineer Les Dessins Drummond Inc., QC
Jon Eakes Eng.and Communicator Interface Productions, QC
Marcel Leblanc Engineer and consultant Les Investigations Marcel Leblanc Inc., QC
Francois Menard Architect and engineer Le consortium Daoust Lestage Inc.-Provencher Roy &

Associés, QC
Jean Tardif Architect and engineer Le consortium Daoust Lestage Inc.-Provencher Roy &

Associés, QC
Luc Piché Engineer and owner Arontec Inc.,QC
Hal Hilton Engineer Nascor Joist, NS
Dante Capaldi Builder Capaldi Corporation, ON
Warren Cinguina Engineer London Roof Truss, ON
Charles Kierulf Architect and engineer De Hoog & Kierulf architects, BC
Frank Thibodeau Builder Royal Oaks, NB

4.3 Literature Review

•  Code requirements for floor strength and serviceability were studied in the following building codes:
•  National Building Code of Canada (National Research Council [NRC] 1990 and 1995);
•  Wood Design Manual and The Span Book by the Canadian Wood Council (CWC) (1995);
•  Handbook of Steel Construction by the Canadian Standards Association (CSA) (1989);
•  Eurocode No. 5 (Larsen, 1992);
•  American National Standard: National Design Specification for Wood Construction (American

National Standard Institute/ American Forest & Paper Association, 1997).

We reviewed all information and data available on sound insulation and fire resistance rating tests on
wood-based floors with various construction solutions reported by the Institute for Research in
Construction (IRC) and the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation (CHMC) (Richardson 2000-a and
–b; Nightingale and Halliwell 1997; and Warnock 1993).   We also reviewed research publications on the
effects of some design solutions for sound insulation and fire resistance on floor serviceability (Talja and
Toratti 2000), (Hu 1998), and (Hu and Tardif 1999).
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We analysed construction guidelines published by the Canadian Home Builders Association (CHBA)
(1994), CMHC (1997), and the British Research Establishment (BRE) (Pye and Harrison 1997).  We
studied installation guidelines published by various suppliers of engineered wood products.  We also
reviewed publications on the effects of some construction details and practices on floor sound insulation
and serviceability (Bosmans and Nightingale 1999), (Chui and Ni 2000).

5 General Findings
This section provides a summary of findings on wood floor buildability issues from Project No. 2504 by
David Fell (2001), telephone interviews, and the literature review.

5.1 Findings from Mail Survey Conducted under Project #2504 (Fell 2001)

The results from the mail survey on attributes demanded in single-family floor systems conducted by Fell
(2001) showed that:

1) In assessing the importance of 15 different floor related attributes, the respondent home builders-rated
dimensional stability the highest.  This was followed by low installation cost, ease of on-site
construction, and easy installation of services.

2) In assessing the performance (degree to which products possess a given attribute) of wood products,
steel and concrete for a list of fifteen floor attributes, it is clear that wood products generally provide
the best fit for single-family floors.  Builders appreciate the ease of designing and working with
wood, as well as its cost advantage.  Wood lost out to steel and concrete only on vibrations, sound
transmission and fire resistance.

3) Among three types of wood products (solid sawn lumber, I-joists, and parallel-chord trusses), the
respondent builders rated solid sawn lumber lowest of all wood and substitute products for
dimensional stability, the top rated attribute.  I-joists were rated highest across the range of attributes.
Builders found wood I-joists to be easier to design than solid wood under prescriptive codes as wood
I-joists often involve proprietary design values and tools.  It was found that the level of technical
support provided by wood I-joist manufacturers makes their products easier to use by builders than
solid wood under prescriptive codes.

5.2 Summary of the Input from Building Professional on Wood-floor Buildability

All professionals interviewed, including those who are working with non-wood materials, expressed their
preference for wood because of its ease of design and construction, its cost effectiveness, and its warm
appearance.

The advantages of wood-frame construction as pointed out by these building professionals are listed
below:

1) Its cost effectiveness for buildings up to four stories;
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2) The ease of design and construction of systems using wood I-joists because of the design software
and installation guides available, the availability of complete information on fire and sound ratings,
and the reliability of product properties.  Note: these comments on wood I-joists are similar to these
collected by Fell (2001).

3) Its cost effectiveness for building Part-4 construction,
4) There is a great opportunity for wood to enter the booming multi-family construction market.

Design issues and challenge seen by these professionals are :

1) Lack of design and construction solutions for low-frequency thumping impact noise insulation,
2) Lack of design information on vibration-controlled spans for wood trusses;
3) Inadequate treatment for the contribution of some bridging systems such as IBS2000 which led to

unrealistic spans for floors using the bridging system recommended by the manufacturer;
4) Conflicting construction solutions - for example the solution for better earthquake resistance conflicts

with recommendations for moisture management;
5) Fire is an issue for wood under Part-4 construction, which represents a significant market opportunity

with the aging of the baby boomer generation.  Some engineer thought that developing products such
as wood trusses using fire-retardant treated wood could be a solution.

6) Elevation is another issue for wood under Part-4 construction. Achieving satisfied vibration
performance, reaching long spans, and keeping the depth of wood joists and girders as low as possible
is challenging.  Engineered wood products can provide solutions. But, the design of vibration-
controlled long span floors is not yet recognised by the NBCC.

7) Need for a tool to assist designers in selecting the right wood products to build the best and most cost-
effective wood structure.

Construction issues are :

1) Less skilled carpenters,
2) Poor workmanship, but someone thought this is manageable if a good quality control program can be

implemented on the construction site.
3) Difficulty in ensuring good installation for x-bridging in-situ. IBS2000-type prefabricated bridging

can be a solution, but the cost effectiveness of floor systems using prefabricated bridging is unknown.
4) Lack of educational tools for decision-makers to select wood as a building material.  Tools such as

ATHENATM, but covering all aspects of performance, cost effectiveness and buildability in
comparison with other materials would be useful.

The building professionals interviewed by ourselves and by Fell (2001) were found to favour wood over
steel and concrete as a structural floor material.  We can make wood even more compatible with their
preferences by further improving the three performance attributes (vibration, sound transmission, and fire
resistance) reported as being of concern.  Proprietary design values and tools, good technical support are
key to the success of wood products in building markets, as demonstrated by the success of wood I-joists.
To improve performance attributes perceived as weak by the respondents through proper design and good
construction practice, the design knowledge gaps and the conflicts affecting current construction solutions
for wood-based floors were further identified through a literature review.  Our findings are shown in the
following sections.
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5.3 Findings from a Review of Current Wood-based Floor Design and
Construction Practice

Wood-based floor design is currently predicated on ensuring that a single floor member or a single
building substructure meets a single performance requirement.

The strength design check is mostly carried out on a single member (floor joist) to ensure that it is strong
enough to resist the specified design load.  Serviceability design for deflection is also carried on single
floor joists, although the calculation accounts for the stiffness contribution of the floor sheathing.
Serviceability design for vibrations in lumber joist floors is based on the criterion provided by Part 9 of
the National Building Code of Canada (NBCC 1990) and a design procedure accounting for the two-way
action of a floor system.   However, serviceability design of engineered wood floors is still based on the
deflection criterion limiting static deflections of engineered wood members under a specified uniformly
distributed load.  To meet code requirements for sound insulation and fire resistance in multi-family
residential construction, designers have to select a system from the list of construction solutions for which
the code provides fire and sound ratings (NBCC 1990, 1995).

There are several disadvantages to the current design practice.  Lack of coherence can lead to expensive
systems without ensuring satisfactory performance.  Single member design makes wood-based floor
systems more conservative.  The design of individual substructures (e.g., a floor) with no consideration of
interaction between substructures raises questions as to the impact of other substructures on floors and
vice versa.  Design for a single performance attribute raises questions as to the effect of the construction
solution selected on other performance attributes.  Typical questions might be: Are the various
construction solutions in conflict?  Does the complete system perform better or worse than expected at the
design stage?  Does a partition wall improve floor serviceability and acoustic performance?  What is the
effect of floors on the earthquake resistance of a wood-frame building?  What are the effects of wind
protection measures preventing wall uplift and overturning on the transmission of flanking sound?  What
types of wall-floor connections are most effective in preventing vibrations or sound transfer from one
level to another, or to other substructures?

This simplified design approach is justified by limitations in our design knowledge and modelling
capacity.  The prescriptive construction solutions for sound insulation and fire resistance provided in
current building codes were developed independently from strength and serviceability requirements.
These solutions were also developed from single floor or wall system tests.  Even though we know that
methods to increase floor stiffness degrade sound insulation, the impact of these solutions on strength and
serviceability has generally not been assessed.  Tables 1-3 provide an overview of major buildability
issues and their significance for the design and construction of wood-based floors.  Detailed discussions
of each issue are provided in Sections 6 and 7.

6 Design Knowledge Gaps
This section discusses significant gaps in our current floor design knowledge as identified in Table 1, and
the approaches used in current design practice to cope with these gaps.  The impact of such gaps on floor
performance, buildability, and cost were also analysed.  The significance of the impact was assessed
wherever possible.
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6.1 Limited Design Knowledge of Engineered Wood Floors

6.1.1 Limited Design Data on Bending and Shear Stiffness of Engineered Wood Members

For wood I-joists, design values for bending stiffness are provided by manufacturers on the basis of the
ASTM D5055 standard test method; but there is no standard method for determining shear stiffness.  For
wood trusses, no design information is available on equivalent bending and shear stiffness.  The lack of
reliable design information reduces the reliability of engineered wood floor design.

The lack of a good design approach for engineered wood floors adds to this uncertainty.  Current
engineered wood floor design is based on the traditional uniform design load (UDL) deflection criterion
which limits the deflection for a single member to a ratio of the span to a design factor, i.e. 1/360 (or
1/480 for improved performance).  The deficiencies of this approach are well known.  As a result of an
extensive research project, Forintek has proposed a new serviceability criterion to control vibrations in
multi-family and commercial floors applicable for both solid sawn lumber joist and engineered wood
floors.  The development of a design procedure based on the new criterion is under way.

6.1.2 Limited Knowledge of Performance Enhancement Techniques for Engineered Wood Floors

Performance enhancement techniques for engineered wood floors have not been fully explored and their
benefit has not been recognised in design due to insufficient knowledge and modelling.  Performance
enhancement techniques include the use of strong-backs in truss floors, blocking, bridging, strapping, etc.
The pros and cons of these various approaches have not been clearly assessed.  The mechanical properties
of the connectors linking the joists and the lateral reinforcements are not fully known.  Design methods
for enhanced engineered wood floors remain to be developed.

The construction guides provided by manufacturers of engineered wood products for these enhancement
elements need to be reviewed.  A preliminary Forintek study on the connectors linking engineered wood
joists and lateral reinforcing elements showed that some recommended nail sizes split more than 80% of
the specimens (Chapdelaine, 2000).  The American National Standard (1997) recommends toenailing at a
30-degree angle and one third of the nail-length to the end of wood member.  Our study indicated that
application of this recommendation to two symmetrically arranged toenails, a very common practice in
the connection of wood I-joists to wood I-blocking, resulted in the two nail tips crossing each other,
which damaged the flange and potentially reduced the strength of the joist.

Furthermore, the effects of enhancement elements on floor sound performance have not been evaluated.
In our field study, we found that improper installation of some types of blocking in an engineered floor
caused squeaking noises.  The cost effectiveness of using enhancement elements to reduce joist size or
increase joist span needs to be further assessed.

6.2 Limited Knowledge of Continuous Two-span Floors

Continuous two-span floors are not common in Canada, but they are popular in the US because they are
believed to be more cost-effective and faster to build than single-span floors of equivalent span. However,
the pros and cons of continuous two-span floor systems have not been fully assessed; their sound and
serviceability performance has not been evaluated, and no proper design method is available.
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To clarify the pros and cons of continuous two-span floors, a comparative study should be conducted of
three types of floor construction.  The first type is a floor built with joists running through the entire span.
The second type is a floor built with smaller-size joists than those in Floor 1 running through the entire
span but with an intermediate support beam to form a continuous two-span system.  The third type,
commonly seen in lumber joist floors, consists of two single spans; each system is built with smaller-size
joists running through half of the entire floor span; at the centre, joists of the two systems rest side by side
on a common supporting beam.  The costs and various performance attributes of these three types of floor
should be assessed.

Due to the lack of a design procedure for continuous two-span floors, current design practice is based on
single-span joists.  The impact of such practice on the performance and buildability of two-span floors is
not known.

Construction guidelines are needed for continuous two-span floors using wood trusses.  Design and
construction guidelines for intermediate supports in continuous two-span floors also need to be
established.

Forintek has initiated a two-year research project to develop a model for continuous two-span floor
systems as the first step towards addressing the issues described above.

6.3 Limited Knowledge of Damping

Damping is a parameter that determines the dynamic response and sound transmission characteristics of
structures.  As explained by Ungar (1992), damping relates to the dissipation of energy, or more precisely,
to the conversion of the mechanical energy associated with a vibration to a form that is unavailable to the
vibration.  As a concept, damping is generally misunderstood and it causes great confusion in floor
design.

So far, we have learnt that higher damping levels (Ungar 1992) result in :

1) more rapid decay of free vibrations,
2) faster decay of freely propagating structure-borne waves,
3) reduced amplitudes at resonance of structures subject to steady or random excitation,
4) reduced response to sound and reduced sound transmission above the coincidence frequency (where
the disturbing pressure wave moves along the structure in concert with the structure displacement),
5) reduced rate of build-up of vibrations at resonance,
6) reduced amplitudes of “self-excited” vibrations.

However, there is much uncertainty on ways to measure and model damping in a real structure like a
floor, and it remains the most confusing issue in floor vibration research and design.  Vibration criteria for
steel floor design (CSA 1986) and for wood-based floors in draft Eurocode 5 (1992), which use a
damping parameter, have not clarified the issue of damping measurement, which is attributed to problems
with these criteria.  The significance of including damping as a parameter into a floor vibration design
criterion is still under discussion.

So far, based on Forintek’s field-test experience with floors and the discussion on damping by Ungar
(1992), we conclude that our knowledge of damping values, measurement technology and damping
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models only apply to a simple and ideal linear system, which can be modelled as a mass-spring-dashpot
system.  Damping has been quantified through measured factors such as free vibration logarithmic
decrement, damping capacity and loss factor.  The amplification at resonance, relative bandwidth and
phase lag of a steady forced vibration have also been used to quantify damping.  All these measures are
found to be interrelated.  The interrelationships between these measures were derived for viscous
damping, but they approximately apply to any type of damping as long as the degree of damping is not
too great (i.e. viscous damping ratio < 0.1, which encompasses most practical structures).  Measurement
techniques for these parameters are available.

According to Ungar (1992), there are several analytical models for damping.  The viscous damping model
applies to a situation where energy dissipation results from a force that is proportional to the velocity of a
vibrating system and that acts in opposite direction to the velocity.  This viscous model of damping action
has been used most widely because it results in relatively simple linear differential equations of system
motion, and because it yields a reasonable approximation of the action of some real systems, particularly
at small amplitudes.

Our experience has shown that damping quantification in real structures having a multiplicity of modes
and their corresponding natural frequencies is a rather complex task.  Ungar (1992) suggested that many
of the methods applicable to simple systems were applicable only to structural modes whose responses
can be adequately isolated from all others through differences in their natural frequencies or mode shapes.
The damping effect corresponding to each mode is called modal damping.  A modal testing and analysis
technique is available to measure modal viscous damping in structures.  The relationship between modal
damping and the damping characteristics of a wood-based structure has not been defined.  Furthermore,
for wood-based floors with a thin deck where vibration modes interact,  it is not clear whether the
identification of modes through their responses is practically feasible.

From the discussion by Ungar (1992), our general understanding of the damping mechanisms and
magnitudes can be summarised as follows:

1) Several sources contribute to damping.  Material damping characteristics, mechanical hysteresis and
internal friction all contribute to damping vibrations in a structure as a result of energy dissipation
(conversion).

2) The boundaries of a structural element, for example the boundaries of a subfloor panel or a floor, also
contribute to damping by transferring energy to adjacent elements and dissipating it at its boundaries.
Attached reinforcements can dissipate vibration energy too, and thus contribute to damping.
Damping efficiency depends markedly on the fastening method used.  Metal beams attached to metal
panels, or seams in such panels, generally produce little damping if they are continuously welded or
jointed with a rigid adhesive. However, they can contribute significant damping if they are fastened
with a flexible adhesive that dissipates energy, or if they are fastened at only a number of points.
Sound radiating from a vibrating structure transports energy from the structure and thus contributes to
its damping performance.

3) The range of loss factors provided by Ungar (1992) is 0.04-0.09 for solid timber, 0.1-0.5 for panels,
0.05-0.5 for gypsum board, and 0.08-0.5 for light density concrete.

From this understanding of the damping phenomenon, we conclude that damping dissipates vibration
energy.  Therefore, damping reduces vibration magnitude and duration for a vibrating floor.  But current
knowledge of damping does not provide sufficient confidence for damping to be used as a design variable
to control vibration in floors.
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Damping in wood-based floors is provided by structural and non-structural components on floors, the
attachments and the floor boundaries.   Therefore damping is a property determined not only by floor
materials, but also by other construction details that are not possible to quantify.  Damping varies from
floor to floor because, in real life, no two identical wood floors can be found in terms of their construction
details.  Assigning a value for damping to a class of floors is not supported by facts; its introduction in
steel floor design has caused a high level of uncertainty and difficulty in application of the design
criterion to control vibrations in steel floors.   Methods to determine damping in wood-based floor remain
to be developed.  With the aid of modal analysis and testing techniques, viscous modal damping ratios
can be measured for a few of the lower frequency modes, and only for those floors exhibiting light and
uncoupled vibration modes. But the relationship between damping in such floors and viscous modal
damping ratios is not clear at all.

6.4 Limited Knowledge of the Role of Floor Supports in-Situ

Support conditions, which significantly affect floor performance, are determined by design and
construction practice.  The design of supporting beams is guided by provisions in, for example, Part 9 of
the NBCC (1995), CSA Standard 086 (1995), or The Span Book (CWC, 1995).

Some builders reported that poor supporting conditions were the major cause of annoying vibrations in
wood-based floors.  In our field survey of floors, we found that, for beam-supported floors, support-
related vibrations were generally caused by poor construction practice rather than inadequate stiffness of
the supporting beams.  We also found that support-related vibrations mainly occurred in lumber joist
floors resting on wood-frame walls in platform construction.  The reasons for this situation are not
completely understood, but they may be related to a loss of contact between joist ends and the top of the
wall due to the differential shrinkage in wall and floor lumber components, and wall settlement.  Gaps
between the bottom of the joists and joist hangers, and an uneven sill plate may also reduce the rigidity of
floor supports.

Construction defects occurring at wall supports as discussed above cannot be controlled during design
because current floor design is based on the assumption that supports are rigid.  This may be a good
approximation for floors supported by load bearing walls without construction defects in platform
construction, but not when they rest on joist hangers or beams.  The effect of this approximation on floor
serviceability needs to be assessed.  At Forintek, we have developed a floor model that allows for flexible
supporting beams; the model will be used to assess the effect of supporting beams and its significance, as
well as the adequacy of current code provisions for supporting beams.

7 Conflicting Construction Solutions

7.1 Background Information on IRC Projects on Sound Insulation Rating and
Flanking Transmission

Forintek participates as an industry partner in a research program conducted by IRC to determine sound-
transmission-class (STC) and fire-resistance (FR) ratings.  Details of the program can be found in the
documents relating to Forintek’s project on “Sound-transmission-class & fire-resistance ratings for wood-
frame assemblies” (Richardson, 2000-a).
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From reviews of IRC laboratory test data on STC and Impact Insulation Class (IIC) ratings for a broad
range of floor and wall assemblies, and information available on construction solutions to reduce flanking
sound transmission in buildings, we learnt some basic relationships between structure properties and
sound performance.  For example, any method used to stiffen a floor system will reduce its sound
insulation.  Adding mass to a system will improve its apparent STC rating.  Softening the surface of an
assembly (e.g., soft floor covering) will improve its apparent IIC rating.

When applying these relationships to construction design, we found that some construction solutions
adopted in current practice to meet sound insulation requirements may adversely affect other performance
requirements.  For example, according to these relationships, the more flexible a floor system, the better
its sound performance; but it is well known that a floor without sufficient stiffness will have poorer
serviceability.  Serviceability will further deteriorate when a heavy mass such as a heavy concrete topping
is added to an already flexible floor.  Potentially conflicting construction solutions need to be investigated
through a systems approach.

The following section describes design conflicts in detail, and it touches on their potential impact on each
aspect of floor performance attributes, including safety (strength and fire), serviceability, and buildability.

7.2 Conflicting Construction Solutions and their Impact

7.2.1 Effects of Sub-Floor Continuity

A study by Nightingale and Halliwell (1997) showed that, in the multi-family buildings where floor joists
are supported by walls, continuous subfloor sheets extending from one room to another under a party wall
perpendicular to the joists create a good path for flanking sound transmission between adjacent rooms.
On the other hand, such continuous subfloor sheets placed under wall plates act as fire stops.

It was also found that continuous sub-floor extending from one room to another under a party wall
parallel to the joists creates a very serious flanking sound path.  The subfloor-to-subfloor flanking sound
path limits the apparent airborne sound insulation (FSTC) to less than 50, regardless of wall type. It was
therefore recommended to avoid continuous subfloors for the sake of sound performance.

On the other hand, from a structural point of view, it is recommended to lock floor units together to
provide a diaphragm (Pye and Harrison, 1997).   Consequently, the discontinuous subfloor recommended
for reducing flanking sound transmission will reduce diaphragm action, i.e. the strength and stability of
the whole wood-frame building.  The significance of this conflict is unknown, however, and it needs to be
assessed.  A whole building model could serve as a tool for this assessment.

7.2.2 Effect of Connection Rigidity between Joist and Subfloor

A study of vibration transmission at the subfloor-to-joist connection in wood-frame buildings (Bosmans
and Nightingale, 1999) established that increased fastener spacing led to a lowering of the cut-off
frequencies above which the velocity level difference drops.  The cut-off frequencies were further
reduced as the effective contact area between the subfloor and the joist diminished.  No information is
available, however, on the effect of fastener spacing and effective contact area on sound rating.
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We know, on the other hand, that any factor reducing the rigidity of the connection between joists and
subfloor (e.g. increasing fastener spacing or reducing effective contact area) reduces floor stiffness and
degrades its serviceability.

Furthermore, our current understanding of connection rigidity, as used in floor design and models, is not
complete because the current method only accounts for the lateral stiffness of the connection, and
assumes that there will be no separation between subfloor and joists in deformed floors.  This assumption
implies that the stiffness of a connection in the fasteners’ axial direction is infinite; in reality, however,
connection stiffness in the fasteners’ axial direction is not infinite, and it depends on the way the fasteners
have been driven.  Floor performance analyses that account only for the lateral stiffness of connections
are too simplistic to fully describe the effect of connection rigidity on floor vibration and sound
performance.

For connection rigidity to be adequately described, fastener stiffness in the axial direction needs to be
included; but we have found no data on the axial stiffness of common fasteners such as nails, screws,
glue, staples, etc., in the literature.

Construction practice, i.e. the method used to drive fasteners into wood, greatly affects connection
rigidity.  Chui and Ni (2000) studied the performance of wood joints fastened with power-driven nails,
but their work was limited to connection strength, without touching on stiffness.

To optimise the joist-to-subfloor connection, a complete study is needed.  The study should include: 1)
the establishment of a comprehensive database on connection strength and stiffness in the lateral and axial
directions; 2) a study of the effects of construction practice on all floor performance attributes; 3) the
development of optimised fastener schedules to maximise all performance attributes;  4) the development
of construction guidelines for optimum floor connections.

7.2.3  Effects of Floor Topping and Overlay

The word “topping” usually describes a material such as concrete and other cementitious products (Pye
and Harrison, 1997) laid in-situ to provide the floor surface with good abrasion resistance.  The word
“overlay” is used to describe wood panels placed over a subfloor.   The effects of various types of topping
and overlay on floor performance attributes have not been fully assessed and understood, and this is a
major source of design conflicts.

In principle, we have learnt so far that the mass and surface hardness of a topping or overlay significantly
affect its effectiveness in improving floor sound insulation.  A higher topping or overlay mass increase
the airborne sound insulation of a floor (Richardson 2000-b).  It seems that achieving a field impact
insulation class (FIIC) greater than 50 is not practical for wood-based floor-ceiling assemblies with a bare
floor.  Some form of compliant topping or overlay becomes necessary.  The effect of various types of
topping or overlay on the resistance of whole buildings to lateral loads (e.g., wind, earthquake
acceleration) has not been fully assessed.  The surface hardness (impedance) of a topping or overlay has
been found to have no effect on airborne sound insulation, but a major effect on impact sound insulation
(Richardson 2000-b).

We have also learnt that the manner in which a topping or overlay is attached to a wood-based subfloor
significantly affects impact sound insulation.  Topping or overlay application methods can be loosely
grouped into three categories.  A bonded topping is applied directly (e.g., cementitious materials) or
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rigidly attached to a subfloor (e.g., overlay).  An un-bonded topping/overlay is applied over an
incompressible interlayer (e.g., tarpaper) breaking the bond between topping/overlay and subfloor.  A
floating topping/overlay is applied over a compressible interlayer isolating the topping/overlay from the
sub-floor (e.g., soft foam).

It has been recommended that, if cementitious topping is to be applied to floor assemblies in multi-family
housing to achieve code-required IIC and STC ratings,  such topping should be at least 1.5” thick; it
should not be permitted to directly contact perimeter walls, and should be kept unbonded by a resilient
(foam) interlayer located between the topping and the subfloor (Richarson 2000-b).

Table 2 summarises what we do and do not know about the effects of a topping/overlay on major floor
performance attributes.  The following sections discuss these effects in detail.

Bonded topping/overlay :

1) Topping

Several design conflicts have been brought to light in relation to this type of floor topping.  We learnt that
bonded cementitious toppings significantly improve STC ratings, but significantly degrade IIC ratings.
Such topping actually reduces damping in wood-based floors, thereby making vibrations more perceptible
in a floor with inadequate stiffness.  On the other hand, the heavy dead load of the topping makes a floor
with adequate stiffness feel more solid.  Complaints over low-frequency thumping noises due to footsteps
have been reported in a number of concrete-topped wood-based floors.  This phenomenon and the cause
of the low frequency thumping noise have not been fully explained.

2) Overlay

A study reported by Richardson (2000-b) suggested that nailing ¾” oriented strand board (OSB) directly
over a subfloor increased the STC of the floor assembly by 3 to 5 points and the IIC by 2 to 3 points.  The
OSB panel also increased floor stiffness across the joist direction, thereby improving floor strength and
serviceability.  This information might encourage the wood industry to promote the use of wood panel
overlays as a substitute for cementitious topping over wood-based floors to achieve satisfactory sound
performance insulation levels in multi-family residential construction provided that it does not conflict
with other performance attributes such as fire resistance (when applicable).  However, the contribution of
various types of wood panel overlay has not been fully explored.

3) Radiant heating topping and overlays

Radiant heating floors can be built with a bonded cementitious topping or a wood-based panel overlay
with built-in pipes or wires.  There is no information available on the sound insulation and serviceability
performance of such floors.
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4) Unbonded topping/overlay

Floors with unbonded topping/overlay have been reported to provide better sound insulation than floors
with bonded topping/overlay (Richardson 2000-b); there is no information, however, on the effects of the
un-bonded topping/overlay on floor serviceability and other performance attributes.  For example,
unbonded cementitious topping has been recommended as a means of improving IIC ratings, but,
considering the significant lateral load generated by the mass of such a topping, an un-bonded topping
may be expected to significantly impact the wind and earthquake performance of the entire light-weight
wood-frame building.

5) Floating topping/overlay

Many types of floating toppings/overlay have been invented to improve sound insulation, especially to
improve impact sound insulation.  No full assessment of their effects on building resistance to lateral
loads, serviceability, sound insulation and fire resistance has been conducted.  A study was conducted by
VTT Building Technology (Talja and Torratti 2000) on a wood-concrete composite floor with a floating
overlay consisting of a 22-mm particleboard over a 50-mm hard mineral wool board.  The floating
overlay was found to increase the 1 kN static deflection of the floor (measured above the overlay) and
made vibrations more perceptible when people walked across the floor.

A study reported by Richardson (2000-b) suggested that placing a floating overlay composed of ¾”
plywood on a resilient (foam) interlayer could increase the STC of floor assemblies by 4 to 5 points and
their IIC by 1 to 2 points.  Due to the light weight of the wood panel, the wood-based floating overlay
would have less impact on the lateral resistance of the entire building than a cementitious floating
topping. But there is no information available on the effect of wood-based floating overlay on
serviceability and fire resistance of the floor systems.

Research efforts are needed :

1) To review all existing information on various types of topping and overlay;
2) to assess the effects of existing types of topping and overlay on building resistance to lateral loads,

serviceability, sound insulation, and fire resistance;
3) to provide a better understanding of bonding contribution to serviceability, fire resistance and sound

insulation, and of the mechanism for developing numerical models of floors with toppings to predict
floor serviceability, sound insulation, fire resistance, and the lateral resistance of whole buildings;

4) to develop guidelines for optimised topping solutions, including topping materials, impedance
(surface hardness), topping thickness and mass, attachment between topping and wood-based floors
to meet all performance requirements including costs.

7.2.4 Effects of Floor Covering

Covering refers to the material used as the upper layer of the floor.  There are many types of coverings.
Pye and Harrison (1997) provided a detailed discussion on various coverings in terms of their strength
and stability, dimensional stability, deflections, wear and slip resistance, control of dampness and
condensation, thermal properties, warmth to touch, fire resistance, sound insulation, durability,
maintenance, and the easiness of work on site.  One important finding is that some resilient covering
types such as vinyl and carpet noticeably improve impact sound insulation. It has been suggested that
carpet might mitigate the effect of adding a bonded cementitious topping.  An appropriate combination of
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mass and a resilient covering material might therefore provide a very high level of impact sound
insulation.  However, carpets are known to harbour dust and dust-mites, and may cause respiratory
problems.  The covering could play an important role in impact sound insulation, and it should be
accounted for in wood-based floor design if the impact of various covering materials on other
performance attributes is known.

7.2.5 Effect of Ceiling in Floor-Ceiling Assemblies

A ceiling in a floor-ceiling assembly is a system consisting of panels (generally gypsum board) fastened
to supports, with or without insulation materials in the cavity.  Ceilings are loosely described as
“coupled” or “de-coupled”.  In coupled ceilings, the panels are directly attached to joists, while in de-
coupled ceilings, the panels are supported by wood or metal furring, or resilient channels.

We learnt that ceilings improve airborne and impact sound insulation, the degree of improvement
depending on the type and thickness of insulation material used, the type and thickness of the ceiling
board, and the way ceiling boards are supported.  For systems having the same type of insulation material
and ceiling boards, the degree of improvement depends on the degree of de-coupling between ceiling
boards and floor joists.  Better sound insulation is achieved in de-coupled ceilings than coupled ceilings.
Furthermore, resilient channels provide better sound insulation than furring.  Ceiling supported by fewer
rows of furring or resilient channels provide better sound insulation, which implies that the lower the
rigidity of the ceiling support, the better the sound insulation achieved.  The database developed from the
IRC project on “Sound-transmission-class & Fire-resistance Ratings for Floors” and reported by
Richardson (2000-a) provides details on the effect of ceiling construction parameters on sound insulation
and fire resistance.

Rigid ceiling supports generally contribute stiffness to a floor system, but the effect of ceiling
construction parameters on floor serviceability has not been fully assessed.  So far, Part 9 of the NBCC
(1995) only recognises the stiffness contribution of ceiling panels attached directly to joists or to wood
furring.  Hu (1998) studied the effect of ceilings supported by resilient channels on the dynamic
performance of floor-ceiling assemblies and found that ceilings contributed to floor stiffness as well as
mass.  It remains to be determined, however, whether floor design should account for ceiling contribution,
and what might be a proper method (including modelling) to characterise ceiling components and their
contribution.

Ignoring ceiling in engineered wood floor design as is the current practice may lead to a more
conservative floor design that fails to optimise cost-effectiveness.

7.2.6 Effects of Wall Characteristics and Wall-to-Floor Joints

Walls are beyond the scope of this project, but a system approach is needed to assess interaction between
floors and walls through their joints, and it is worthwhile reviewing what we know about this interaction.
Table 3 summarises available information and the knowledge gaps identified, as well as some design
conflicts.

As discussed in Section 6.6, load-bearing walls support floors, and the rigidity of the support significantly
affects floor strength, serviceability, and sound insulation.
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Flanking sound transmission can occur through wall-to-floor joints; vibrations can propagate from a floor
to the walls connected to that floor, and on to other floors.  In our field survey of floors, we found that
annoying vibrations in the lower level floor of a platform construction building were propagating to the
upper level floor through its supporting wood-frame wall.  In another case, vibrations in a floor resulted in
horizontal vibrations in a wood partition wall located on the floor, with the associated annoying noises
from pictures and display cabinets attached to the wall.  In a multi-story wood-frame building, excessive
vibrations in a fourth floor were propagating to a shear wall supporting that floor.  As discussed earlier,
the contact of a thick concrete floor topping with perimeter walls was found to introduce a path for
flanking sound transmission.

For non-load bearing partition walls, a Forintek study (Hu, 1999) showed that the presence of a partition
wall on a floor generally improves floor serviceability, the degree of improvement depending on the
attachment of the partition wall to the floor, and the orientation and location of the partition wall.

A study on flanking sound transmission found that balloon construction of a shear wall caused a
significant increase in flanking sound transmission via the partition-wall/partition-wall path (continuous
wall finished surfaces directly applied to the framework).  The partition-wall/partition-wall flanking path
was of comparable importance to the subfloor/partition wall path (continuous subfloor).  A solution to
this problem would involve introducing discontinuities in the shear wall membrane.  The effect of a
discontinuous shear-wall board on shear resistance needs to be assessed, together with its ultimate effect
on the earthquake resistance of the whole building.

A study of the effects of the load-bearing walls and wall-to-floor joints on flanking sound transmission is
under way at IRC with support from Forintek and other industry partners.

8 Conclusions
From this general analysis, we can conclude that a number of buildability issues need to be resolved if we
want to optimise wood-frame construction, i.e. deliver finished buildings that meet the short- and long-
term performance expectations of their owners and occupants.  Only a systems approach to structural
performance analysis and design will allow us to understand interactions between substructures, the
contributions of individual substructures to total building performance, and the effects of the construction
solutions for one performance attribute on other performance attributes.  To develop this systems
approach, we need to integrate existing information on all substructures and to bridge the gaps in our
knowledge. The following section proposes a research plan for such a systems approach to floor design
and construction, which involves the development of an intelligent software tool (Expert System for
Building Wood Floors) to help designers, builders, and contractors build cost-effective wood-based floors
with optimised performance.  This tool will also assist wood product manufacturers in providing better
technical support.  This will form a base for the further development of an Expert System for the design
and construction of wood-frame buildings.
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9 Proposed Research Plan to Address Significant
Buildability Issues

Based on the above discussions and assessment of buildability issues in wood-based floors, the following
projects are proposed to address the most significant issues.  The proposed studies would bridge identified
knowledge gaps, propose solutions to design conflicts, and serve to develop an Expert System to support
optimised floor design and proper construction practices as well as better technical support.

9.1 Design and Construction Guidelines for Continuous Two-span Floors

This project is meant to develop design procedure and construction guidelines for continuous two-span
floors.

Collaboration with IRC will be needed due to their expertise in acoustic and fire research.  It will be a
multi-year effort consisting of the following tasks:

1) To develop a model and design procedure. Forintek Project No. 2737 was undertaken in April 2000 to
carry out this task by March 2002.

2) To identify the pros and cons of single span and continuous two-span construction solutions to a floor
system through a comparative study of the following systems: 1) single-span floor built with large-
size joists;  2) continuous two-span floor built with smaller-size joists and with a intermediate support
at the mid-span;  3) a discontinuous two- span floor consisting of two single-span systems, each
system being built with smaller-size joists running over one half of the floor span, with a supporting
beam in the middle (as commonly seen with solid lumber joists).  The various performance attributes,
buildability characteristics and cost of these three floor types will be assessed.

The model developed from Task 1 will be used as a tool to assess the serviceability of these three
construction forms.  IRC will be expected to provide the information on the sound insulation performance
of these three forms of floors.  Laboratory tests will be conducted on full-scale floors.  A cost analysis of
the three construction forms will be conducted :

1) To develop construction guidelines for continuous two-span floors using wood trusses.  This task is
needed because, unlike a continuous and uniform wood-I or solid sawn lumber joist, a wood truss is a
structure, and special consideration is needed to add an intermediate support to the truss.  This task
should be conducted in close collaboration with truss manufacturers.

2) To develop design and construction guidelines for intermediate supports in continuous two-span
floors through laboratory tests and computer modelling based on the provisions for the supporting
beam design of single-span floors from the CWC’s Span Book (1995) and the NBCC (1995).

9.2 Enhancing Engineered Wood-floor Performance

This project is meant to develop design and construction guidelines for lateral reinforcing elements in
engineered wood floors.
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Collaboration with IRC will be needed due to their expertise in acoustic and fire research.  This is a multi-
year effort consisting of the following tasks:

1) To optimise the design of connections between joists and the lateral reinforcing elements in terms of
fastener type and size, edge distance, and angle of toe-nails through laboratory tests on the connectors
most commonly used in practice so that the lateral reinforcing elements perform effectively in floor
systems.

This task will lead to recommendations for good construction practice and a test protocol.  A database of
the mechanical properties of the connection will be established.  The database will be part of the design
procedure for lateral reinforcement.

2) To assess strength, serviceability, sound and fire performance of floors with various types of lateral
reinforcing elements.

This task will lead to the recommendation of an evaluation protocol, and to a better understanding of the
pros and cons of the lateral reinforcement.

At least two types of floors, using wood-I joists and truss floors, need to be evaluated for fire and sound
performance by IRC, and for strength and serviceability by Forintek.  This task will be conducted after
Task 1 is completed and recommendations are made for proper construction practice.

3) To develop a design method for lateral reinforcement.

This task will lead to a recommendation for a design method for lateral reinforcements along with the test
protocol developed from Task 1 and Task 2.

Forintek’s finite element model will be used to conduct sensitivity studies and determine how various
floor construction parameters affect lateral reinforcement effectiveness in enhancing floor serviceability.
The construction parameters include connector properties, joist spacing and floor width, joist size and
stiffness, floor deck thickness and stiffness, spacing of the lateral reinforcement, etc.  A simple design
method to calculate the contribution of the lateral reinforcement will be developed based on the
mechanical properties of the reinforcement and its attachment.  Some laboratory tests will be conducted to
study the sensitivities of some selected and significant construction parameters and to verify the simple
calculation method.

4) To identify the more cost-effective construction solution for wood-based floors regarding the use of
lateral reinforcement through a cost- effectiveness study on the application of lateral enhancement
through a comparative study.

The comparative study will be conducted on the cost of two construction solutions for a floor to meet
code requirements.  The two construction solutions will provide the same performance level for the floor.
One solution will use lateral enhancement and a reduced joist size.  The other solution will use a larger
joist size without lateral enhancement.

Forintek has launched a two-year project to carry out these four tasks.
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9.3 Comparative Study of Cementitious Topping and Wood-based Overlay

This project is meant to compare the pros and cons of two types of topping materials in terms of their
buildability, including cost, strength, serviceability, sound insulation and fire resistance.

Collaboration with IRC is needed to access the database of fire and sound rating on wood-based floors
with topping / overlay.  A one-year effort is needed.  To reach the objective, the approach will be:

1) To review all existing information on the performance attributes of wood-based floors with
cementitious topping and with wood-based overlay.

2) To conduct tests whenever the required information is missing.
3) To conduct a simulation of the serviceability of floors with cementitious topping and of floors with

wood-based overlay using Forintek’s new finite element floor model.
4) To conduct a cost analysis of a floor using cementitious topping and the floor using wood based

overlay.

9.4 Optimising Buildability of Wood-based Floors with Various Topping/Overlay

This project is meant to develop guidelines for optimising floor construction solutions with respect to
toppings/overlay including its materials, impedance (hardness of the surface), its thickness and mass,
attachment between topping/overlay and wood-based floors to meet all performance requirements.

Collaboration with IRC is needed to access the database of fire and sound rating on wood-based floors
with topping/overlay.  This project will be a multi-year effort consisting of the following tasks:

1) To integrate all existing information on topping/overlay.
2) To assess the effects of existing types of topping/overlay on building resistance to lateral loads,

serviceability, sound insulation, and fire resistance.
3) To evaluate the contribution of bonding agents to serviceability and sound, and its mechanism.
4) To develop a floor serviceability and acoustic performance model for topping/overlay with various

types of bonding agents.
5) To develop a model to predict the effect of topping/overlay with various types of bonding agents on

whole building performance.
6) To develop guidelines for optimised floor construction solutions with respect to topping/overlay

including materials, impedance (hardness of the surface), thickness and mass, as well as attachment
between topping/overlay and wood-based floors to meet all critical performance requirements.

9.5 Optimising Construction Practice for Fastening Subfloor to Joists

This project is meant to develop guidelines for optimising floor construction practice with respect to
fastening the subfloor to the joists.

Collaboration with IRC is needed for the sound and fire performance evaluation.  The envisaged two-year
effort will consist of the following tasks:

1) To establish a database of the axial stiffness of wood connection using various fasteners such as nail,
screw, glue, staples, etc.
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2) To study the effect of the way in which the fasteners are driven into wood with a power gun on the
axial and lateral stiffness of the connection and to establish the relationship between power pressure
and stiffness.

3) To study the effect of connection stiffness in both directions on floor strength, serviceability and
sound insulation experimentally and by computer simulation to optimise the mechanical fastener
schedule for satisfactory acoustic performance and serviceability.

4) To recommend construction guidelines for fastening the subfloor to the joists with a hammer or
power gun to achieve optimised floor performance.

9.6 Development of Expert System for Building Wood-based Floors, an Intelligent
Software for Optimised Buildability

This project is meant to develop our Expert System, an intelligent software tool for optimised wood-based
floors.  This tool will help designers and builders to select an optimised construction solution for wood-
based floors providing satisfactory performance at a competitive cost, and provide contractors with the
adequate, easy to implement construction practices, and ensuring that system performance is built as
designed.  It also can serve as a tool for wood product manufacturers to provide better technical support.

Collaboration with IRC, CMHC, CHBA and a software company is needed to develop and implement the
Expert System.  This will be a multi-year effort consisting of the following tasks:

Tasks :

1) To collect available knowledge and information on the design and construction parameters of wood-
based floors and their effects on all floor performance attributes.

2) To establish a knowledge base on the design and construction solutions applicable to wood-based
floors, their effects on performance attributes, cost and buildability, and the proper  construction
practice for wood-based floors.

3) To develop the Expert System, an intelligent software derived from our database and knowledge base.
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Table 1 Floor Buildability Issues

Effect on
Floor

Component Issue
Issue
Type Floor

Strength
Fire

Resistance
Sound

Insulation
Floor

Serviceability

Floor
Diaphragm

Action
Joist Multi-span

continuity
D and
C

“+” Unknown “-” Unknown Unknown

Subfloor Continuity C “+” yes “-” “+” “+”

Connector
of joist to
subfloor

Stiffness D and
C

“+” Unknown “-” “+” “+”

Topping
/Overlay
(detailed in
Table 2)

Bonding
Mass
Impedance

D and
C

yes yes Significant Significant  Unknown

Covering Impedance
Attachment

C yes Yes Significant yes yes

Lateral
enhancement

Ignorance
in EW
floor
design

D and
C

“+” Unknown Unknown “+” “+”

Ceiling Coupling
with floor

D and
C

“+”  Yes “-” “+” Unknown

Supporting
beam

Stiffness D and
C

“+”  Unknown  Unknown “+” yes

Wall
(detailed in
Table 3)

Type and
Wall-floor
Joint

D and C
of
whole
building

yes Significant Significant Significant Significant

Notes:

“D” stands for design issue
“C” stands for construction issue
“+” stands for positive impact
“-“ stands for negative impact
“Yes” means a degree of effect, but may be negligible
“EW” stands for Engineered Wood
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Table 2 Summary of Effect of Properties of Topping/Overlay and its Attachment on Floor
Performance

AttachmentPerformance
Attributes

Mass
Hardness of

Surface
(impedance) Bonded Unbonded Floating

Strength No effect No effect Yes No effect No effect
Fire resistance Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown
Airborne sound
insulation

Improved No effect No effect No effect No effect

Impact sound
insulation

No effect Reduced Reduced Improved Improved

Serviceability Two ways:
improved or
degraded
depending on
base-floor
stiffness

Effect on
human
perception of
vibration

Improved Unknown Unknown,
possible effect
on human
perception of
vibration

Diaphragm
action

Unknown No effect Unknown Unknown Unknown
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Table 3 Effect of Wall Type and Wall-Floor Joist Connection on Floor and Building
Performance – Preliminary Analysis

Non-load Bearing Wall

Construction
Type Platform Balloon

Wall Type Exterior Partition (interior) Exterior Partition (interior)
Wall-floor
joint

Continuity
of subfloor

Continuity
of shear-
wall board

Orientation of
wall

// joist // joist ⊥ to joist // joist // joist

Effect on
flanking
sound
transmission

“-“ “-“

Effect on
serviceability

“+” No effect

Effect on
lateral load
resistance

“+” “+”

Non-load Bearing Wall

Construction Platform Balloon
Wall Type Exterior Party Wall (interior) Exterior Party Wall (interior)
Wall-floor
joint

Continuity
of subfloor

Continuity
of joist

Orientation of
wall

⊥ joist  ⊥ joist ⊥  joist ⊥ joist  ⊥ joist ⊥  joist

Effect on
flanking
sound
transmission

 IRC study
is under way

IRC study
is under
way

Effect on
serviceability

“+” unknown

Effect on
lateral load
resistance

“+” unknown
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Appendix I

Survey Questionnaire used in Project #2504
« Attributes Demanded in Residential Floor Systems



Section 1
SINGLE-FAMILY DETACHED

When specifying structural materials for single-family floors, how important are the following
attributes in your decision making?

(Rate each attribute on a scale from 1=not at all important to 7=very important).

Not at all
important

Very
Important

Ability to design by prescriptive codes 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Spans provide for flexible design 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Low sound transmission 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Minimal vibrations 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Fire resistance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Lightweight 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Ease of on-site construction 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Cut-to-length members delivered to site 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Technical support from supplier /
manufacturer

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Easy installation of services 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Low material cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Low installed cost 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Dimensional stability in service 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Low environmental impact 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Walking comfort 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

In the table below please provide estimates of total floor area built and products used in 1999.

All single-family floors Raised single-family floors
(excluding slab)

Floor Area square feet square feet
Solid wood ____% ____%
Wood I-joists ____% ____%
Parallel chord wood trusses ____% ____%
Steel ____% ____%
Concrete slab ____%

= 100% = 100%

In single family construction, please indicate the percent of homes you built in 1999 of the
following categories.

____% spec
____% stock plan (with or without modifications)
____ % custom
=100 %



What percentage of your single-family FLOOR framing is subcontracted? ____%

How many single-family detached homes of the following sizes did your firm build in 1999?

1999

Under 1800 square feet ____ # homes

Between 1800 and 2400 square feet ____ # homes

Over 2400 square feet ____ # homes

In the next section of the questionnaire you will be asked to provide details on the most recent
floors you have built.  You will be asked details for the last homes built of 3 different sizes.
Please fill out the worksheet for projects in 1999 and 2000 only.



Last detached home  UNDER  1800 square feet.

❏   did not build a home this size in 1999 or 2000. (please continue on next page)
Main Floor Upper Floors               ❏  none

Area _______ square feet _______ square feet
Structural support material. ❏   Solid Wood Joists

❏   Wood I-joist
❏   Parallel Chord Wood Truss
❏   Solid Concrete
❏   Steel
❏  Other ____________specify

❏   Solid Wood Joists
❏   Wood I-joist
❏   Parallel Chord Wood Truss
❏   Solid Concrete
❏   Steel
❏   Other ____________specify

Joist depth ____ inches            ❏  not applicable ____ inches            ❏  not applicable

What percentage of the floor was
framed with joists of these
approximate spans?

8'                             ___%
10'                           ___%
12'                           ___%
14'                           ___%
16'                           ___%
18'                           ___%
20 ' and over           ___%

8'                             ___%
10'                           ___%
12'                           ___%
14'                           ___%
16'                           ___%
18'                           ___%
20 ' and over           ___%

What spacing was used? 12" o.c.                   ___%
16" o.c.                   ___%
19.2" o.c.                ___%
24" o.c.                   ___%
Other __________specify___%

12" o.c.                   ___%
16" o.c.                   ___%
19.2" o.c.                ___%
24" o.c.                   ___%
Other __________specify___%

What type of rim joist was used? ______________________specify
❏  none

______________________specify
❏  none

How was the subfloor attached
to the joists?
(check each that apply)

❏  Nails
❏  Screws
❏  Glue

❏  Nails
❏  Screws
❏  Glue

Subfloor Sheathing Type ❏  Plywood
❏  OSB
❏  Other ____________specify

❏  Plywood
❏  OSB
❏  Other ____________specify

Subfloor Sheathing Thickness
(approx)

❏  1/2"       ❏  7/8"       ❏  1 3/8"
❏  5/8"       ❏  1"          ❏  other_____
❏  3/4"       ❏  1 1/8"    ❏   n/a

❏  1/2"       ❏  7/8"       ❏  1 3/8"
❏  5/8"       ❏  1"          ❏  other_____
❏  3/4"       ❏  1 1/8"    ❏   n/a

Underlay Type ❏  none
❏  plywood
❏  particleboard
❏  medium density fibreboard
❏  concrete topping
❏  Other ____________specify

❏  none
❏  plywood
❏  particleboard
❏  medium density fibreboard
❏  concrete topping
❏  Other ____________specify

This floor was built for... low                               performance
cost                              beyond code

    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍

low                               performance
cost                              beyond code

    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍
How well does the floor perform
on the following attributes?
1 = poor
4 = average
7 = excellent

low material cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
low installed cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

 minimal vibrations ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
easy to construct ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

low sound transmission ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 easy install of services ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 environmental impact ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

dimensional stability ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
lightweight ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

walking comfort ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

Low material cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
Low installed cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

 Minimal vibrations ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
Easy to construct ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

low sound transmission ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 easy install of services ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 environmental impact ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

dimensional stability ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
lightweight ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

walking comfort ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
Is this floor typical of the floors
you build?

❏   Yes
❏   No

❏   Yes
❏   No



Last detached home  BETWEEN 1800 and 2400 square feet.

❏   did not build a home this size in 1999 or 2000. (please continue on next page)
Main Floor Upper Floors               ❏  none

Area _______ square feet _______ square feet
Structural support material. ❏   Solid Wood Joists

❏   Wood I-joist
❏   Parallel Chord Wood Truss
❏   Solid Concrete
❏   Steel
❏   Other ____________specify

❏   Solid Wood Joists
❏   Wood I-joist
❏   Parallel Chord Wood Truss
❏   Solid Concrete
❏   Steel
❏   Other ____________specify

Joist depth ____ inches            ❏  not applicable ____ inches            ❏  not applicable

What percentage of the floor was
framed with joists of these
approximate spans?

8'                             ___%
10'                           ___%
12'                           ___%
14'                           ___%
16'                           ___%
18'                           ___%
20 ' and over           ___%

8'                             ___%
10'                           ___%
12'                           ___%
14'                           ___%
16'                           ___%
18'                           ___%
20 ' and over           ___%

What spacing was used? 12" o.c.                   ___%
16" o.c.                   ___%
19.2" o.c.                ___%
24" o.c.                   ___%
Other __________specify___%

12" o.c.                   ___%
16" o.c.                   ___%
19.2" o.c.                ___%
24" o.c.                   ___%
Other __________specify___%

What type of rim joist was used? ______________________specify
❏  none

______________________specify
❏  none

How was the subfloor attached
to the joists?
(check each that apply)

❏  Nails
❏  Screws
❏  Glue

❏  Nails
❏  Screws
❏  Glue

Subfloor Sheathing Type ❏  Plywood
❏  OSB
❏  Other ____________specify

❏  Plywood
❏  OSB
❏  Other ____________specify

Subfloor Sheathing Thickness
(approx)

❏  1/2"       ❏  7/8"       ❏  1 3/8"
❏  5/8"       ❏  1"          ❏  other_____
❏  3/4"       ❏  1 1/8"    ❏   n/a

❏  1/2"       ❏  7/8"       ❏  1 3/8"
❏  5/8"       ❏  1"          ❏  other_____
❏  3/4"       ❏  1 1/8"    ❏   n/a

Underlay Type ❏  none
❏  plywood
❏  particleboard
❏  medium density fibreboard
❏  concrete topping
❏  Other ____________specify

❏  none
❏  plywood
❏  particleboard
❏  medium density fibreboard
❏  concrete topping
❏  Other ____________specify

This floor was built for... low                               performance
cost                              beyond code

    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍

low                               performance
cost                              beyond code

    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍
How well does the floor perform
on the following attributes?
1 = poor
4 = average
7 = excellent

low material cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
low installed cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

 minimal vibrations ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
easy to construct ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

low sound transmission ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 easy install of services ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 environmental impact ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

dimensional stability ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
lightweight ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

walking comfort ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

low material cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
low installed cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

 minimal vibrations ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
easy to construct ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

low sound transmission ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 easy install of services ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 environmental impact ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

dimensional stability ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
lightweight ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

walking comfort ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
Is this floor typical of the floors
you build?

❏   Yes
❏   No

❏   Yes
❏   No



Last detached home  OVER 2400 square feet.

❏   did not build a home this size in 1999 or 2000. (please continue on next page)
Main Floor Upper Floors               ❏  none

Area _______ square feet _______ square feet
Structural support material. ❏   Solid Wood Joists

❏   Wood I-joist
❏   Parallel Chord Wood Truss
❏   Solid Concrete
❏   Steel
❏   Other ____________specify

❏   Solid Wood Joists
❏   Wood I-joist
❏   Parallel Chord Wood Truss
❏   Solid Concrete
❏   Steel
❏   Other ____________specify

Joist depth ____ inches            ❏  not applicable ____ inches            ❏  not applicable

What percentage of the floor was
framed with joists of these
approximate spans?

8'                             ___%
10'                           ___%
12'                           ___%
14'                           ___%
16'                           ___%
18'                           ___%
20 ' and over           ___%

8'                             ___%
10'                           ___%
12'                           ___%
14'                           ___%
16'                           ___%
18'                           ___%
20 ' and over           ___%

What spacing was used? 12" o.c.                   ___%
16" o.c.                   ___%
19.2" o.c.                ___%
24" o.c.                   ___%
Other __________specify___%

12" o.c.                   ___%
16" o.c.                   ___%
19.2" o.c.                ___%
24" o.c.                   ___%
Other __________specify___%

What type of rim joist was used? ______________________specify
❏  none

______________________specify
❏  none

How was the subfloor attached
to the joists?
(check each that apply)

❏  Nails
❏  Screws
❏  Glue

❏  Nails
❏  Screws
❏  Glue

Subfloor Sheathing Type ❏  Plywood
❏  OSB
❏  Other ____________specify

❏  Plywood
❏  OSB
❏  Other ____________specify

Subfloor Sheathing Thickness
(approx)

❏  1/2"       ❏  7/8"       ❏  1 3/8"
❏  5/8"       ❏  1"          ❏  other_____
❏  3/4"       ❏  1 1/8"    ❏   n/a

❏  1/2"       ❏  7/8"       ❏  1 3/8"
❏  5/8"       ❏  1"          ❏  other_____
❏  3/4"       ❏  1 1/8"    ❏   n/a

Underlay Type ❏  none
❏  plywood
❏  particleboard
❏  medium density fibreboard
❏  concrete topping
❏  Other ____________specify

❏  none
❏  plywood
❏  particleboard
❏  medium density fibreboard
❏  concrete topping
❏  Other ____________specify

This floor was built for... low                               performance
cost                              beyond code

    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍

low                               performance
cost                              beyond code

    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍    ❍
How well does the floor perform
on the following attributes?
1 = poor
4 = average
7 = excellent

low material cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
low installed cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

 minimal vibrations ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
easy to construct ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

low sound transmission ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 easy install of services ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 environmental impact ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

dimensional stability ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
lightweight ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

walking comfort ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

low material cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
low installed cost ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

 minimal vibrations ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
easy to construct ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

low sound transmission ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 easy install of services ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
 environmental impact ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

dimensional stability ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
lightweight ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆

walking comfort ➀➁➂➃➄➅➆
Is this floor typical of the floors
you build?

❏   Yes
❏   No

❏   Yes
❏   No



Section 2
Building Products

Have you used the following products for structural floor systems in the past?

solid wood ❏   Yes  ❏   No
wood I-joists ❏   Yes  ❏   No

parallel chord wood trusses ❏   Yes  ❏   No
steel ❏   Yes  ❏   No

concrete ❏   Yes  ❏   No

For the following questions please indicate the degree to which each material possesses the
indicated attribute.

ability to design by
prescriptive codes Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

spans provide for flexible
design Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

low sound transmission
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

minimal vibrations
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

fire resistance
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Lightweight
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

ease of on-site construction
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

cut-to-length members
delivered to site Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

technical support from
supplier/ manufacturer Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

easy installation of services
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

low material cost
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

low installed cost
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



dimensional stability in
service Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

low environmental impact
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

walking comfort
Not at all

To a high
degree

solid wood 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
wood I-joists 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

parallel chord wood trusses 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
steel 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

concrete 1 2 3 4 5 6 7



Section 3
Background Information

Company Information

Employees ____(#) Design Staff ____(#)

Approximate Sales $ ___________ (1999)

Approximately what percentage of your company's 1999 sales revenue was generated from the
following activities?

•  Single family construction ___%
•  Multi-family construction ___%
•  Repair and Remodelling ___%
•  Patio and deck construction ___%
•  Nonresidential construction ___%
•  Other (specify below) ___%
(_____________) 100%

Personal Information.

Job Title: ______________________________.

Years of Experience: ______.

Education: High school / Technical Diploma / Bachelors / Graduate degree
(circle one)

Professional Designations __________ _________ _________  ___ ____

Professional Association Memberships  ___________________________.
___________________________.
___________________________.

Industry Publications Received ___________________________.
___________________________.
___________________________.
___________________________.

What State/Province is your company based in? ______________________.

Which best describes you company's primary market area

__ Urban/Suburban 
(population of 50,000 or more in city or group of contiguous towns)

__ Small Town
(population of less than 50,000 in a city or town, isolated from an urban area)

__ Rural
(Low density population scattered over an wide area)

How many states / provinces does your company conduct business in? _____.
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